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FOREWORD
The Electric and llybrid Vehicle (EIIV) Program was established
in DOE in response to the Electric and I1ybrid Vehicle Research,
Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976. Responsibility for
the EIIV Program resides in the Office of Electric and Hybrid Ve-
hicle Systems of DOE. The Near-Term IIybrid Vehicle (NTIIV) Pro-
gram is an element of the EHV Program. DOE has assigned procure-
ment and management responsibility for the Near-Term IIybrid Ve-
hicle Program to JPL.
The overall objective of the DOE EHV Program is to promote
the development of electric and hybrid vehicle technologies and
to demonstrate the validity of these systems as transportation
options which are less dependent on petroleum resources.
A_ part of the NTHV Program, General Electric and its subcon-
tractors have completed studies leading to the Preliminary Design
of a hybrid passenger vehicle which is projected to have the maxi-
mum potential for reducing petroleum consumption in the near term
(commencing in 1985). This work has been done under JPL Contract
955190, Mcdification 3, Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle
Program.
This volume is part of the Deliverable Item 7 Final Report
of the Phase I studies. In accordance with Data Requirement
Description 7 of the Contract, the following documents are sub-
mitted as appendices:
APPENDIX A is the Mission Analysis and Performance Specifi-
cation Studies Report that constitutes Deliverable Item 1 and
reports on t_ _ work of Task I.
APPENDIX B is a three-volume set that constitutes Deliverable
Item 2 and reports on the work of Task 2. The three volumes are:
• Volume I -- Desiqn Trade-Off 6rudies Report
• Volume I] -- Supplement to Design Trade-Off
St__udies ReDort, Volume I
• Volume I;[I -- Comp__uute__r? ogrom Listing_ _
APPENI)TX C is the Preliminary Design Data Packaa_ that con-
st::%utes DePlorable Item 3 and reports on the ,1ork of Task 3.
tAPPENDIX ,_ is the Sensitivity Anal_'sis Report uha _ consti-
tutes _[)el_verable Item 8 and reports on ']'ask 4.
'['he three classifications - Appendix, Deliverable ]item, and
'/'ask number - may be used interchanqeably in these documents.
The interrelationship is shown in the following table.
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Deliverable
Appendix Item Task Titl_
A 1 1 Mission Analysis and Performance
Specification Studies Report
B 2 2 Vol. I - Design Trade-Off Studies
Report
_- Vol. II - Supplement to Design
Trade-Off Studies Report
Vol. IIT- Computer Program
Listings
C 3 3 Preliminary Design Data Package
D 8 4 Sensitivity Analysis Report
_ This is Appendix D, Sensitivity Analysis Report, which reports
on Task 4 and is Deliverable Item 8. It presents the study meth-
odology, the selection of input parameters and output variables,
- the sensitivity study results, and the conclusions of the sensi-
tivity analysis.
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m INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
This is Appendix D, Sensitivity Analysis Report (Deliverable
Item 8). It reports on Task 4 and is part cf Deliverable Item 7,
Final Report, which is the summary report of a series which docu-
ments the results of Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle Pro-
gram. This phase of the program was a study leading to the pre-
liminary design of a five-passenger hybrid vehicle utilizing two
energy sources (electricity ond gasoline/diesel fuel) to minimize
petroleum usage on a fleet basis.
The program is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) and the California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL). Responsibility for this program at DOE resides
in the Office cf Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Systems. Work on
this Phase I portion of the program was done by General Electric
Corporate Research and Development and its subcontractors under
JPL Contract 955190.
This volume presents the study methodology, the selection of
input parameters and output variables, the sensitivity study re-
sults_ and the conclusions of the sensitivity analysis.
1.2 OBJECTIVES OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS _ASK 4)
The objective of Task 4 - Sensitivity Analysis - is to deter-
mine the impact of variations in selected parameters on the util-
ity, the economic attractive**ess, and the marketability of the
hybrid vehicle. The parameters to be varied include travel char-
acteristics, energy costs, hybrid vehicle lifetime, maintenance
costs, and fuel economy of the Reference ICE Vehi_±e.
1.3 SUMMARY
The sensitivity studies were performed u_ing the vehicle de-
sign computer program (HYVELD). All the results presented in this
report pertain to the parallel hybrid configuration without second-
ary energy storage. The sensitivity of hybrid vehicle design to
the power train configuration and e_,mponent characteristics was
;: reported in SRD-79-075, Desilqn m_ade-Off Studies Report, Volume I.
Results are presented for the effect on electric range re-
quirements of changing the annual mileage statistics for the vari-
ous missions. The effect of a '7% change in annual mileage _t a
fixed electric range depends significantly on the percentile of
travel on the electricity considered. Annual mileage has a signi-
ficant effect on ownership cost, but it does not effect the differ-
ences in ownership cost between the hybrid and conventional ve-
hicles. Tn general, the ownership costs ipcrease slightly as a
greater fraction of the total annual miles is driveh in urban areas.
1 °" ]
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The price of electricity is relatively unimportant in deter-
mining the relative ownership costs of hybrid and conventional ICE
vehicles. In contrast, the pri_e of gasoline has a large effect
on the rela _ _ve ownership cost. Extendinq tile lifetime and re-
ducing the maintenance of the hybrid vehicle are important factors
in attaining ownership costs less than those for conventional ve-
hicles. Tile gasoline saved by the use of a hybrid vehicle in-
creases linearly with annual mileage. The gasoline saved increases
as more of the driving is done in urban areas. Gasoline savings
are sensitive to the baseline fuel economy of the Reference ICE
Vehicle. Marketability and fraction of gasoline saved are not
_ensitive functions of electric range at least in the neighbor-
hood of a 30-mi nominal range.
1.3.1 CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions drawn from the sensitivity analysis
are the following;
i. Changes in annual mileage are reflected directly in the
fraction of the miles that the hybrid vehicle can be driven
primarily on electricity with the marginal effect increasing
rapidly when the fraction falls below 50%.
2. For the lowest cost dc electric drive system and high-
volume production, the initial cost of the hybrid vehicle
would be $1200 to $1500 higher than that of the conven-
tional vehicle. This cost differential would be $1600
to $2100 for low-volume production of the electric com-
ponents.
3. For nominal energy costs ($1.00/gal for gasoline and 4.2¢/
kWh for electricity), the ownership cost of the hybrid
vehicle is projected to be 0.5 to 1.0¢/mi less than the
conventional ICE vehicle. To attain this ownership cost
differential, the lifetim_ of the hybrid vehicle must be
extended to 12 years and its maintenance cost reduced by
25% compared with the conventional vehicle.
4. The ownership cost advantage of the hybrid vehicle increases
rapidly as the price of fuel increases from $i to $2/ga1.
The effect of the cost of electricity on ownership cost
is small for electricity prices between 2.5¢ and 8.5C/kWh.
5. Annual mileage and fraction of miles in urban driving do
not significantly affect the ownership cost differentia]
between the hybrid and conventional vehicles.
6. Changes in general economic conditions (i.e., the _nfla-
tion rate) do not significantly affect the ownership cost
differential between the hybrid and conventional vehicles, q
1-2
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7. Armu,,] lm,l :_i,vi)lq._; u'-_in() th(, hyt_)i(l wq_i_'l(, ,_r(, gl r(']_,])y
(,r(,n('(, iCE V(,)]i(_l_,. I):-;inq j_r_'!_,(-t:od 19R _) lu_,l r,('oll_mW
V,lltl(';_, lh([' )l'/brid V('hi(:)(' W_)tlld )l,lVl, ;l t).1_',] ::;|Vill_J_ (,1
, _,t}( } L_ [. F) F) " ()r 21-_0 (];l ] l }[l, r V(,lli r'l(,.
8, llybrid vt,hi(:l_,s w(JLI]_I b_, o('(nx(>lltic'itl ly iilll,_cl iv(, l{] ,_ wi_h,
gV_ml_ of now car buyors wilt] t:h_, _wm_,r:dlil) _:_);;1 ,lnd I-r,_'-
l i_n_ _f |ll('l .qaV('_t varyii_(l _))_lv qliqhtly l,,,twr,_,n th(' _qll)
_In(l 901h !,(,r_'(,nl if(, _>I _'._) ()w)_,)h.
9. The economic attracLiveness of' th(_ hgl)ri<l v(,hic]_, i.; n(_l
a strong function of de.qi(jn c,lc_ctr[c ran(F, For chan_jes
tn range between 30 to 40 mi.
I0. IlybrLd vehicles using dies¢,.l en_jines have a Sl.light advan-
tage in ownership cost (0.5 - ].O¢/m]) compared to those
using gasoline eng£nes, but the gasoline engine-powered
hybrid has a slightly greater ownership cost differentia]
advantage compared to the corresponding conventional
I wahicle.
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Section 2
STUDY METHODOLOGY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
'I'll,, t.li:;:;i_lz, Az,, l./:;i:; ('l',l:;k i) ,lll,l I.'!;i,Ifi Tz,i,I,,-OtI: :;tl=<l;,
('P,l:;I.; ,2) ll,:;tlll:; ( I i, 2 ,:,(jl i_,:;l.ujZl(J t_._ ,i :;¢,t _Jl ll<Ht]il),ll "J,ilt,_':; '(l!
I I,lVl'l ('ll,il,l('tt,i ,:;I J ':;t t,IH,ll]')_ ('_):;1,; t _]l'I|('l';ll ('(:{Jli(2''l(' ('(HI '_t J()!| 0
liyl_l i,l w,lii<'l,, l i ic,t ll., ;llJ,l llu_illt,,l,,ll_(.,,, ,ll,,t lL!¢'l _,<'_nl<mr/ _ll tll_,
ll,tl-l,,li_.L, i{,I,: vt:hi_, _,. 'l'lic li()IlliIl,I1 V,l.t|l('_; II']l'(l ill _l_.,l;;l"> I ,lilit
'J'._iL_k .), WI_IL _ }H'_;I l'_;| Ill, Ill':; _)1 fill, vdl i_li:; j_al,_llil,l_,l,,; 0 I_lll , _illi-
{Jl. I Ii(_ [Jill'Llllh'l /'l"..;.
This stu(ly (Task 4) iH l]_}l](:l,rll_,(t wittl the, illql,l_;l of vnryinq
selected parameters around Lhc nominal values (i.e., higher _nd
lower). The impacts of particular interest are the utility of
the hybrid vehicle, its economic attractiveness and marketab_lt':.y,
and the fuel saved relative to the reference ICE vehicle. Some
of the parameters selected for study were specified by the Je_Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in the work statement for T_sk 4. _)
Others were included in the sensitivity study because the work ,n
Tasks 1 and 2 indicated their impact would be p_rt'':_i,._i., sig-
nificant. "
The appro,_ch used and the scope of the sensi':ivity study pez-
formed arc discussc, d in the foligwin 9 sections for the parametecs
related to Mission Analysis and Design Trade-Off Studies.
2.2 MISSION ANALYSIS.R£LATED STUDIES
The methodology used in the mission analysis-related sensi-
tivity studies was the same as that used to obtain the result.-
presented previously. (1) ']!hemethod reguires data on annua] mJ._e -
age. However, there is considerabl_, uncertainty regarding such
data. Th_refore, the sensitivity of t:h,_ changes in }lybri.d re-
}l] c].o rLlil(]c r(_(|tliFi:,lllent:P; to changc, s :in _lnlltla] 11/1lc_l¢te wQs >¢;I.t:ldi.o_d
by as:;um:i.ng a 7<:, varLat:ion .in the Ql/lltldl. lllil¢'_I{Jt'_ .';t,_tist:ica]
di.stributi{ms(]) (s{,e l.'lgt.lro 2-]). ']'}lt_ rt, sll]ts of thu tr:ip-
cha_:a¢'t(_ristic COil/t)tlt:e.P ca]culilt:ions t:{)Y lh_, state_I va_:iat:i..)n:_
in mmual nlilc,,ig¢_ are giv¢,n it_ 'l',d) l(,s 2-] and 2-2 tot the varJom_
mi ._;; i.(ms.
1 t i .<l ()1" i Ilt(_l'(_tlI .:0 COIlllJi/l'() t ht_ _llllltliil llli ]oit, B, (|i ;it .tibtlt i.<_l_;
I1_;c_¢! ill tile' l)l("_;(,lll ;.;tll¢]y witIi _)!11(' l_,¢,(,nt <t,l(tl 1)11}_1i:;}!¢,¢| IW U.>';.Nt_w_; ,ul(! Wo_t].d R_c!I,_()rl. (U,_INWR) ( 'I'tliH i;; ¢toll(, ill l"iqul'¢, 2,-2 t.l'>;-- l
i lltj tI1(' ill l-pul'i)c)H(, lili:;_i(H_ _'l!t"v'l,',i t !()III i,'itjIli(, ;!-1 l_'(,,lli_(, tt_t, ,_1 71_
I)t!lt,)():;(} lll:i;;f.llt)tl It1():;t. clcim, ly ilt_llt']!/,:; fill, Ut,llt}i_ll t'll<tl{Ic:-|(}]- ()1 |.}}(}
l:(";[)()ll:;('I; I () Ill(, 17:;NWI4 (ll!(,fl i :i ()nIlil i F('. 'l'h() t!c|r(,('lll(,llt ])('t WI'I,u t lie} llt,w
(l,tt,l _tll(! their uso(t .lit tile l)F(',<-lO..l<lt stll(l'y' i.q (lUite (l()Od.
2-I
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2.3 RELATED DESIGN TRADE-OFF STUDIES
These sensitivity studies dealt with de.termin]ng the impact
of variations of travel characteristics, energy costs, general
economic conditions, hybrid vehicle lifetime and maintenance costs,
and fuel economy of the reference ICE _,ohic]e on _h(; utility of
the hybrid vehicle, its economic attractiveness and thus, its
marketability, and the fuel saved relative to an ICE vehicle. The
sensitivity studies were performed using the IIybrid Vehicle Design
(HYVELD) computer program which was also employed extensivelY. 2in)Task 2. A Fortran listing of HYVELD is given in Volume. [i[I. (f
HYVELD was developed so that most of the important parameters on
which the ve]_icle design and economics depend could easily be
changed by simply altering the inputs to the program. The ver-
satility built into HYVELD made performing the parametric studies
d_scussed herein quite straightforward and fast.
A surmmary of the parameter sensitivities studied using HYVELD
is given in Table 2-3. About 50 runs were made - divided into the
groups indicated - to investigate the effect of one or, at most,
three parameters at a time. The manner in which the parameters
were vgried is discussed in Section 3. All the results presented
in this report pertain to the parallel hybrid configuration (with-
out secondary energy storage) and are for a power-''_-wei_ht ratio
Kp equal to 0.02 kW/ib. The sensitivity of hybrld vehicle design to
power train configuration and component characteristics was studied
in detail in Task 2 (2) and was not repeated in this study (Task 4).
Whe HYVELD calculations yielded parametric results for other hybrid/
electric vehicle configurations, but those results are not discussed
in this task because the design trade-off studies indicated clearly
that the parallel hybrid approach was far superior to the others.
Thus, it is the sensitivity of the parallel hybrid results to the
parametric variations that is o_ prime importance.
2-5
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i;k
" SELECTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS
AND OUTPUT VARIABLES
In any sensitivity analysis, there are input parameters which
are varied systematically and output variables or functions on
which the effect of altering the input parameters is to be deter-
mined. In the present study, the input variables are the following:
i. Travel Characteristics
• Annual mileage
I • Fraction of miles in city driving
• Daily travel statistics
2. Energy costs
1 • Gasoline and diesel fuel price
• Electricity price
3. Vehicle lifetime and maintenance costs
• Effective lifetime of the hybrid vehicle
• Fractional reduction of maintenance costs relative
to a conventional vehicle
4. General economic conditions
• Discount rate
• Interest rate
i • Inflation rate
=_ 5. Fuel economy of the Reference ICE Vehicle
• Miles per gallon in city driving
• Miles per gallon in highway driving
6. Drive-line component co sts
7. Engine type
_t The output variables or functions which are determined for the
combinations of input parameters are the following:
'< i. Electric range requirement
2. Initial cost of the vehicle
3. Ownership cost
4. Fraction of f_,el saved or ,_nual fuel saving
i 5. Market penetration
i
The input parameters which will be varied and the range of values
I used are discussed in Section 3.1. The output variables and how
they are related to the input parameters are discussed in Section
3.2.
_ 3-1
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3.1 SELECTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS
3 .i .I TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS
3.1.I.i Annual Mileage
Annual mileage is an important parameter for at least two
reasons. First, it has a strong influence on daily travel sta-
tistics and, thus, on the fraction of miles that the hybrid vehi-
cle can be operated primarily on electricity. Secondly, the an-
nual mileage influences directly the effect of fixed costs on op-
erating cost and the total annual fuel consumption of both the
hybrid and conventional vehicles. Annual mileage statistics are
given in Figure 2-1 for various missions and localities. Average
annual mileage values were specified by the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory as follows:
• Low - 11,022
• Medium (nominal) - 11,852
• High - 12,682
In all sensitivity calculations in which annual mileage was not
the input parameter under study, the nominal annual mileage of
11,852 was used.
3.1.1.2 Fraction of Miles in City Driving
Since the hybrid vehicle utilizes primarily electricity in
urban driving, the fraction of miles driven in the city is an im-
portant factor influencing both operating cost and energy usage.
For purposes of a fuel economy projection, the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) uses a city/highway mileage split of 55/45.
data (I[ indicates that for areasI Analysis of available travel
i within Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) a city/
highway mileage split of 65/35 was more appropriate. As a result,
the 65/35 split was adopted as nominal for the present hybrid
vehicle study. In the sensitivity analysis, the fraction of miles
in city driving was varied as follows:
• Low - 0.55
I • Nominal ,- 0.65 i
; • High - 0.75
! 3.1.1.3 Daily Travel Statistics (
The designation "daily travel statistics ''means either the
fraction of days or the fraction of miles driven on days in which
the total mileage on that day is less than a specified value.
This is convenient].y expressed as "accumulative urc)babil ity dis-
I!
tributions, as shown in Figures 3-], 13-2, and ]-3. (2) l)ai]y
trav,_l statistics are an input quantity when one .is considering
the fraction of miles that can be driven on eleetr.icJt y but can
3-2
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Figure 3-1. Daily Random Travel for All Travel - Percent
I of Vehicle Miles - Function of Annual
as a
Miles
be an output quantity when one is considering the e.ffect of
annual mileage. Daily travel statistics are utilized in the pres-
ent study to investigate the effect of vehicle eleclric range on
ownership cost and gasoline saved by potential car buyers in stated
percentiles of auto use (annual mileage). The sensitivity c,f h,'-
brid vehicle economic attractiveness to percentile of auto use
is an indicator of the possible market penetration of a part.i.cular
hv_rid vehicle desiqn. For this purpose, the daily statistics
g'ven in Figure 3-3 have been converted in Table {-I to the IoI )(_w-
.inq inputs for the sensitivity analysis. 1
ORI(;INAL PAGI,] IS I
OF PO()I{ (;_I)'AI,I'I'Y
mw.: • •
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Figure 3-3. Effect of Vehicle Range on Vehicle Use - Percent
of Days, Inside SMSA, Personal Plus Work Travel
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Tab I.e. 3-1
VEIIICI,E I]_;E f'I;N,qlTIVITY INPII'I%
................... _ ................ 1[ l"raatiOntrieit Ofin MileSurbanOnDri. vi_nj/l'"lee-
_E]c, ctric ...........
Total . _'rimary
Annual Urban Percentile_Range 30 mi 35 mi 40 mi
Miles Miles of Use
8,571 6,000 35 0.79 0.86 0.905
9,714 £,800 50 0.72 0.8]. 0.865
Ii, 860 8,300 75 0.57 0.66 0.74
14,715 10,300 ____ 90 0.43 0.53 0.61
3.1.2 ENERGY COSTS
There are three energy costs of interest in the present
stud y:
• Gasoline price
• Diesel fuel price
• Electricity price
Energy costs have a direct inlpact on the operating costs of both
hybrid and conventional vehicles, but the impact of rising petro-
leum fuel costs on the hybrid vehicle is less than for the con-
ventional vehicle. Hence, the hybrid vehicle becomes more eco-
nomically attractive as fuel prices increase. Energy costs in
1985 were specified by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Those val-
ues were used directly, but he range of values was extended as
shown in Table 3-2 below to account for the accelerated rise in
energy costs in recent months.
Table 3-2 I
I
ENERGY COSTS
Enerq y U n it I,ow Norains I IIig }I Ex t;r¢_,.0c
Electric ity C/kWh _. 8 0 4.20 5.50 7.50
Gd_ol ]nc S/gill 0.67 0.96 [ .24 2.[_0
Diese[ $/gal 0.60 0.89 I.I 5 2.50
m
In the IlYVELD program, diesel fuel is treat:.ed il_ t_?rnls of it t; 1
gasoline c_quivalent by ent, rgy content. Thus, the dic, s_,l unit
priC(} Shown in the table is r(,duc(,d by _ t7i1¢_t'{)I' Ol 1.15 t(_ _t¢'t
the' (,q_livo, l¢,nt pric¢, ot q,_ac)lit_¢, (¢'.'1., ,I di¢,.'4¢,1 flit,1 F_'i¢',, <,f
$1/qal is ¢,¢Iuivalt,nt to $.87/,tal t()t _t,_.'4<_lin(,).
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_i.l.3 VI;:IIICLI_I,II,'I,'_TIMEANI) MA]NTI,:NAN('I,',('¢)S'I',_
V_dl:ie].e l_fet:imo is _tn important factor in d(,t_,rmin.inq t.h_,
deprecJatc, d vil].ue ()17 Lhc, veh:ic']_, aS i l iiq(,.q, N¢)nl ]n(_;l:r ¢l_,l_:¢,¢.'il;-
tion (re.verso sum of the d:iqits m(,thod) w;_s aL_;_tlln(,d tl:_ihg t:]l(_
re lation sh i.p
N-I
(N J,-,i )
I)I,v: [;l i 0 ]- r_-f, -- (or')z i
$=1
where
DPV - depreciated value after N years
NL - vehicle lifetime
OC - original vehicle cost
In this sense, vehicle lifetime is the period of time over which
the vehicle has resale value significantly above a scrap price.
In this study it was assumed that the lifetime of a conventional
I ICE vehicle was i0 yrs and that of the hybrid vehicle was wlriedbetween 10 and 15 yrs. In order to extend the lifetime of the
hybrid vehicle, an additional cost was included for special treat-
ment of the body and other structural parts. The vehicle improve-
ment cost factor (VICF) was taken to vary between 5 and 10% de-
_ pending on the lifetime extension desired.
i The maintenance cost of the hybrid vehicle (MCIIV) was expressed
i relative to that of the conventional ICE vehicle as
I MCHV = (i - MIFIIV) MCCV
where MIFHV is the maintenancq improvement factor used for the
' hybrid vehicle. MIFIIV was varied between 0 and 50%. The main-
tenance cost (MCCV) of the corlvont;[IOllal vehI{Cle WIIM taken as 2¢/mi.
Computer runs were made for the following combinations of
vehicle lifetime and maintenance cost parameters.
: --16 ........... 0::....
I0, 15 0.05
10, 12 0.25 0.05
10, 12 0.50 0.05
15 0.50 0.I0
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3.1 o4 (.H'NJ.:I_U, ECONOMIC C'()NIJI"I]()N,_'"
The q(,muc:L £_COlll)llli(-' (t()ll(llt ion'; ilrl, ct(,_;_trit_,(l ill t(,rllt:_ _,1 t li+,
:inf.lat_i_r, rate (II,') , int_,rt, sl. rittt, (1I_) , al_l di:-;_'_mnt r,tl_, (lJR) .
l_(Jt|l thL, d:i _(2(JLIIIt rilto :lnd iJ_l (_r_,-_t_ I ,It (, i)_cre,_'.;e ,_,; t tl(. ri_t (. (_!
[llflatit}ll inc. r(,as(,_;, (.',_]cul,!L:ion,.; wet(, lllildl, J()r 1t>, t(Jl t_,wi)l,l
combinations ()f cut}notate t,_et_rs.
!:gw N{m_.i rip_1 _Ji 91_
[nflatJon Rake (%) ] r) 1 0
Discount Rat(_ (%) 5 7 11
interest Rate (%.) 8 10 ] 5
' ' _ ' _ ' ' [' l r_/ L'3.1.5 FUEL ECONOMY OF 'Pile Rk_ERENCk ]_, VEIl......
Both the economic attract].vel)ess of the }'lbrid vehic],: _irl(l
the fuel (gasoline or diesel) saved de1,___ml._'crongly ell I],L, [ll_,l
economy assumed for the Reference ICE Vehicle. '.Ph_,.._7(,; co_P;.i_i-
erable uncertainty regardillg tl_e 1985 ]:_',,1,:eonomy of [iw_-l,i_:;-
senger ICE wJ_icles becaus(: lit is not known what I.;PA luu] ¢,co _()_t_,
ratings such vehicles wi]l have Ju ]585, an(], in addit.io_, th<,
magnitude of the discrepancy betwe,.n ].:PA rat.ing.'._ and ilct_l(_l oll-tll_-
road fuel economy cannel be accurdtely prc, di. eted. :In the l_esent.
study the fuel economy projectiJnS dev(_,lope_l Jn the M[ssion Analy-
sis Task(l) were used Lllld thc coYl:'(._ctio'lfactor recomm_mdr,_] by _1_(,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory wPs assumed to apply in 1985.
(FE)coR = 0.71 (FE)EPA + 2.83
Sensitivity calculatieons were made for both 1979 and 1985 fuel
economy values (corrected and uncorrect_,d) for gasolin<, (,)_;jn_,-
powered hybrid vehicles and for ].985-corrc, cted fu¢,,.l,economy values
for dies .i engine-powered hybrid vehicles. The fuel economy values
used in the sensitivity studies for city and highway driving are
listed in Table 3-3 for gasoline and diesel engines.
Table 3-3
FUEL ECONOMY VALUES
Fuel Economy (mpg)
Engine Type City Highway Y(_ar
(,a.,ol.:_ne lq 28 19,9
(
(;asoline 17 23 1979 - Corrected
(;aso] ine 28 42 .I985 1
Gaso]:ine 22 32 ]985 - Corrected (n()mina])
!)ie :.;e 1. 2 9 40
(2fi.5') (35*) ]985 - Corr_ Ct('d
*(;as(}[i.ne e(|uiwl](mt 3- 7
.... IIIII IlL ...................... III ........................ .:__
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_]. I.() I,:I,I.](.'TRI(]AI, I)RIVE-|,tNJ', (,()MP()NI':NT c.'()_;'l.'; AN)) }]N(',INI.: 'I'YPl:
l.'or th(, m_mt l),irt, t.|l(, ._(q_,_it ivii;y l).lr,unt,i_,r,i (li:;('tl:;;;(,d in
pr(,vi()ll;_ :_(,cl i(ni:) (|i(l li()| (h,,il witll till, t(q:im()l()q,/ _)1 tii_, iiyi_ri,l
pow(:r l l,liil, i ._,. , till, (_lh/r,icl('ri'iI i(')_ c)t 1)1(, (Jr iv(,-] ill(, (:(tllllJi)ll-
t,nt__i. A limil(,,l lillllii.)(,l- (._l rl,:;t|it._i ill-i, (liV(.ll ill |tii._ l1'])('))"t !'_!°)W-
in(] th(', i,tf(,,:l _)I ,_(,v_,ral (,1(,(.1 [i(,,ll (Iri¢(, (JlJli(m_; ,-llid tll_. ,ll(,:;(,l
(,ni_ine on the, initial uo.qt, of t_h,,liy_iri(i v,,lii{'It, ali(l i)_: r)wi],,r'._;hip
Co:;t.. This i.'; (hm(, ,_;() t ha! Ill(, r(,I,'_l i_,,, Jii,_,vlil )l(,,,'; ,)) t.h,, {,ff-(,_'l:;
of tJ_¢, fi()c'ini/t, eoncmlic tact¢)r); nl_<l If,, I(,¢,ht_i('al tnl)iit_: (_;m l)(, cnm.-
lJdl'l'(i _ll(i _-l_'lH(_:)/1(._d, )[)|l(' _()lll])()n('llt {_i')ll( (']l,l!r','l('l ¢,ri:_li(_,_ i;.<;,,(I i11
tile sensitivity x_tu¢Iy nr(, qiv(m in 'l'nl)l_, _-,i. Not.(" that ql)(,ctfic
cost ($/kW) nr(, (liven for ,i !()w ))r,>_lu¢.'t i,,il r'at.(, (I00,000 imil_.q/yr)
and a h[(!h l_rr)_lue)-.ion rat," (1.,000,000 tlniF;_/yr). 'l'h(, lntt¢,r l_ro -
ductkon rat.(_ c)rrosI)or_d'; t.(_ that. in th(_ tlnit(,¢t ,qLat(,:_ nuto indus-
try. It lld_ b(.2(2n illi'_;allled that for Lh(_ hybri_t vc, h.i<lu-; to aLtain
tile' (|t,_:ii'(,,J Ithl)l;('l ])(,li('llill i'))i ,i))(l ),'_)l)]l,llit :;i,}ilil i<!_)))l Iii(,I
:;ilvil]_l'>; (nli I I i())_,; _)I l),)) )(,l_;/(l,iy) , ¢,(>ml)()ll(,lil I ))(>_iti¢'l i(_ll i,)I ¢,:; <'¢alil-
]),_i'iil)lt, t¢) tl),_;¢, l())" c())lV(,lll i()n,il v(,l, icl(,:; /It-(, )'¢,<lt_i )(,<1. 'l'li(, ('():;I;;
c(_))'_,'.;Ix)n¢]i,_,} t() t!J():;(, l)i(ll_ [>)'()(l_l(:i i,.)il ),)t_'_; w(,l_ t,_}:(,)_ ,);; ll_,2
ll()lllill,ll V,I]II(_;; i}l Ili(_ ;;_ll.qil iviI_, _;lllt]_* c,i],,'tl.l,I{ i()it,
'IM}) 1t, _,-4
t')NIV!.:-i,INl', ('()MI>()N!',N'.!' C():;T t'JlAI_A{?'i'|.',I_I,';'I't_'_;
C'o:;t ._
J)i(;_(_tl("| i())) ]_,_t('**
Ill <t}_ 1,c)w
DC - Armature and Field Control
• Motor 20.0 30.0
• Controller ]4. i 21.0
DC - Battery Switching and
Fiold Contro]
i Motor 20.0 30.0
i Controller 6.7 10.0
A(" - Induction Motor and
]inverter
i Motor 13. 3 20.0
t! Inverter J 9,0 2 8.5
i,:;ll{t ine Type
II (;ns<>l i)_(, 8.5 - _
ii l]i ('sc'] /(,..) - - -
• A[ ] c()f;t :; i n $/kW; (,I ('('t t i(,, ill ,if ,)) (; t"()llt ()_.t (i| ('_())'lt i IllI()IlFI
])(_'W(") 11)1 i)]¢!; ,)11 ()!l,<');_ (It l>(,<)l; l>()w(') l<tl ill, t
• *lli<lt) l_)()llil(_'l i(.)1! ;t,il'<! l:; I ,(}()(),()()0 llili t:;/V) . I,t)W l,l'()(tllr,'l i¢)1}
)'ill (' i;_ I()(l,()O0 I!)li t fl/y].
I-fl
_,_,_:I ....... f_r+._:.-_:: _ ......... =_.,.t ...................,m_L t,,-G. _,_.___T.ZC._.,__.Z_!T!_,?_ ----_ r'-_ .....................................
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3.2 OUTPUT VARIABLES
3.2.1 ELECTRIC RANGE REQUIREMENt:
mhe electric range requirement of the hybrid vehicle is one
of the most important design parameters. For the parallel hybrid,
this requirement sizes the battery pack in most cases and has an
important impact on both the initial cost of the vehicle and its
ownership cost. The nominal requirement is that the electric
range of the hybrid be great enough so that at least 75% of the
urban miles can be driven using the electric drive system as pri-
mary. This would permit a savings of about 75% of the fuel used
by the conventional ICE vehicle in city driving and would also
have a favorable impact on the economics of hybrid vehicle opera-
tion.
3.2.2 INITIAL VEHICLE COST
One of the requirements in the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle Pro-
gram Js 5hat the initial cost of the hybrid vehicle be comparable
to that of the conventional ICE vehicle. This has been interpreted
to mean that the incremental initial cost of the hybrid should not
be so great as to discourage, in itself, potential new car buyers
from purchasing the hybrid vehicle. Therefore, the sensitivity
of the initial cost to travel characteristics, economic factors,
and component cost is a key consideration.
3.2.3 OWNERSHIP COST
Since the inltial cost of the h>brid vehicle will undoubtedly
be higher that, that of the convertional ICE vehicle, it is critical
that its life-cycle cost ($/mi) be less than that 9f the conven-
b it
:m tional vehicle. The term "ownership cost means the total cost
• of ownership pro-rated over each mile of use of the vehicle. In
the present study ownership cost includes both fixed _;osts, such
:_ as vehicle depreciation, insurance, registration, etc., a;id var_-
_ able costs such as battery replacement, electricity cost, fuel
cost, maintenance cost, etc. Ownership cost is a complicated func-
:.h tion of many of the input parameters discussed in Section 3.1.
llence, detailed comparison of the relative effects of! various pa-
rameters on the ownership costs of the hybrid and conventional
vehicle is probably the most importaDt part of the sensitivity
analysis task.
The ownership costs calculated in this study are those of the
f_rst owner of the hybrid vehicle and have been averaged over the
first four years of its life. It was assumed that if th(_ life
cycle costs of the hybrid vehicle were attractive to the first
owner, market penetration would be satisfactory and the reqa]e
of the vehicle to the second owner would present no difficulties.
3.2.4 FUEL SAVING (Total and Fraction _ i
Since the primary objective of utilJzinq hybrid v_.hic!_,._ f,_
persona] transportation Js to save petroleum fuels, the sonsit iv-
ity Of fuel savings to the various input parameters is cl(,a_ I'_'
!-q
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of extreme interest. Fuel savings depend strongly on travel char-
acteristics, as well as the fuel use characteristics of both the
i hybrid conventional ICE vehicles. Fuel savings are calculated di-
rectl_ by the HYVELD program so that determination of the sensi-
tivity of fuel savings to changes in the various input parameters
presented no difficulty.
3.2.5 MARKET PENETRATION
Assessing market penetration in a quantitative mann?r is prob-
ably the most difficult problem associated with the Near-Term Hy-
brid Vehicle Study. It is relatively simple to identify circum-
stances which would preclude significant market penetration and to
identify other situations which would result in very rapid pene-
tration of hybrid vehicles into the passenger-car market. Neither
of the extreme cases appear probable in the near-term based on the
results of the Mission Analysis and Design Trade-Off Tasks. (i, 2)
The projected situation seems to be that for the nominal values of
the input parameters the initial cost of the hybrid vehicle will
be about $1500 higher than that of the conventional ICE and that
by using lead-acid batteries the ownership cost of the hybrid ve-
hicle will be equal to or slightly lower than the conventional
vehicle. This n_ans that the break-even price of gasoline is
about $1/gal for the hybrid vehicle. FzJm the viewpoint of the
average car buyer, then, there is no clear-cut reason why he/she
should buy a hybrid vehicle rather than a conventional vehicle
based on the nominal set of input parameters. The results of the
sensitivity studies will be used to assess how changes in the
nominal set of circumstances will influence market penetration
and how the statistical character of auto usage affects the at-
tractiveness of hybrid vehicles to segments of the auto market.
3-i0
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Section 4
SENSITIVITY STUDY RESULTS
4.1 ELECTRIC RANGE REQUIREMENTS
The effect on electric range requirements of changing the an-
nual mileage statistics for the various missions - both inside and
outside Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas - by :*7% is shown
in Figures 4-1 through 4-4. The same results were given previously
in Section 2.2 in tabular form (see Table 2-1). It is of interest
to analyze the effect of the ±7% variation in annual mileage at a
fixed percentile of miles traveled primarily on electricity (e.g.,
along a vertical line in Figure 4-1) and for a fixed design elec-
i tric range (e.g., along a horizontal line in Figure 4-i). The ef-
fect of a ±7% variatior, in _nnual mileage statistics on the electric
s range requirement for 75% of daily travel on electricity is shown in
Figure 4-5 as a function of the percentile of cars used for personal
and work travel. Figure 4-5 indicates that in this case the ±7%
variation in annual mileage results in a corresponding ±7% change
in electric range requirement at each percentile of the auto
population.
1_o9.,..... '_ --_--¢ - , ; :,. _,:_!: I i j !-_iI .'l [//I__-_:____T-]
r _ 50 .--+--_--i ...... ;;lITJ-'-'.IT" ..... AUTO,S....
':/ . 1 i.. ;.90thlJP"T
. INSlDE_MSA [ i !. [..t_.
-_ :E ou - PERSONAL&"WORKTRAVEL, .... 75th _
, ] - I L I_
U a : ...... _............ ' +7%LF-20t !50 NOMEE
if lO i.....
0.01 0.1 0.5= 2 5 10 20 30 40 50 50 70 80 90 95 98
PERCENTOF VEHICLEMILESIN RANDOMURBANTRAVEL
i Figure 4-I. Effect of Vehicle Range on Vehicle Use -
Percent of Random Miles Traveled, Inside
SMSA, Personal Plus Work Travel
It can also be observed from Fi_;ures 4-1 through 4-4 that the
effect of a 47% change in annual mileage at a fixed electric range
significantly on the percentile of travel on electricity
-_ being considered. For high expected percentiles of travel (£ 75%)
- on electricity a _7% variation in annual mileage has only a small I
effect, but for lower expected percentiles (< 50%) of travel on
electricity, the effect of the ,7% variation is much greater. For
example, for a primary electric range of 30 m1 with cars in the I
75th percentile of use based on annua] random trave] (miles), a
-_' +7% change in annual mileage results in the percent;lqe, o£ t-ravel
-- 4- 1 ORIGINAL PA(II,', IS
()F l,()()iL (IL!AI.I'I'Y
?,;-- I ..................... .... '"' 2. 2 .... I II II I I I II • I I I
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__i_-_ L_i • 4....1' ..: ' i I . . i, . "i :;i'.i': ! .i iil::i' " • ' ,
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i • -!V _- ,t ..... I _! ;:=.l _ '.: _ AUTOS _
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I " i 150thNOM :_"_ i i
, , I i i :
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PERCENTOF VEHICLEMILES IN RANDOM URBANTRAVEL
Figure 4-2. Effect of Vehicle Range on Vehicle Use - Per-
cent of Random Miles Traveled, Inside SMSA,
Personal Travel Only
90 . _i:;::l :i _ii: I_:':] :. ;t :[iPERCENTILEOF :_,_l_'.__j___ _J
80 --_ ::!ill i :ii _t i't" :: :i AUTOS _;j_r-[_r--j;_T .....
:_ 70 - I _i ',i:_ " i ": :,!_". ";i" -1 '-|
501 ii - _1
i INSIDESMSA !!:i[:,. ,!_,.., _.M_.j"l_iq ']40 ALL PURPOSE _76 th_,_ j • __.__ 'f..i .... |
>¢ (EXCLUDINGINTERClTYTRAVEL)i .i.._ ! _w l- i ;
• I " * ";" " ' ....._'=J'7%' | " ' "
.... ;' ........t : _-'-;-'-"; _ ..... , -; ........ " "_-_v-+ ........... _- "
i ] _ .: .i..; . ..50thNOM._ ! t
30
t i- / I : -7% , ,, =, ,
=o ' .....;-"" ..... ..... f i
I,M , ! : I °
I
!
PERCENTOF VEHICLEMILES IN RANDOM _ TRAVEL
Figure 4-3. P.ffect of Vehicle Range on Vehicle Use - Percent
of Random Miles Traveled, Inside SMSA, All-Purpose
Travel (Excluding Intercity Travel)
on electricity ranging from 28 to 48%, which is much greater than
_7% around the nominal value of 40%. This means that the effect
of changes in annual mileage is :relatively small as long as the
usage of the hybrid vehicle permits most of the urban driving
(e.g., 75%) to be done on electricity, but once the percentage
of miles on electricity falls below 50%, further increases in
annual mileage result in a rapid decrease in the utility of the
vehicle using electricity.
4-2
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4.2 INITIAL VEHICLE COST
The most important factors in determining the initial cost
of the hybrid vehicle are the specific costs of the electric drive
E 9_ _"--" PERSONAL_ WORKTRAVEL "-'_""t-_" _,_ ;.=_lw_
_ 70_-'(50th PERCENTILEWORK TRAVEL)---_-.-:t.-L , t .
60 ------_-; .... _-;--_--- - _-_ PERCENTILE01_-:, _-""_P'_I" " .
,._-_j _ ,.t i ;'l ' Ii AUTOS
i_i / , : 1 - I
i _ , , , i +7%
2o - ! .... :.........._ ....50,_No_,,_.-, -_
,
i
8; ...........1.1 o.1 o 6 _ 2 6 _0- 2o--_5050io 50 50 _ _
PERCENTOF VEHICLEMILESIN RANDOMURBANTRAVEL
Figure 4-4. _ffect of Vehicle Range on Vehicle Use - Percent
of Miles Traveled, Outside SMSA, Personal Plus
Work Trave i
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20[
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Figure 4-5. Effect of Changes in Annual
Nileaqe on Electric Range Required
components and the batteries. As discussed in Section 3.2, the
costs of the electric (_rive components (mot(}rs, c(,ntro[ler, bat-
tery charger, contactors, etc.) are expected tu be significantly
affected by the volume at which these components are produced.
4-2
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Thus, two production rates have been identified - low (I00,000
units/yr) and high (1,000,000 units/yr). The latter production
rate is comparable to that for components for conventional ICE
vehicles in the United States. The sensitivity of the initial
cost of a hybrid vehicle to battery type, electric drive-line
components, and producticn rate is shown in Figure 4-6. The co;r-
responding initial cost. i the conventional ICE vehicle is $570(',
in 1978 dollars. An examination of the effect of production rate
on the initial cost of the hybrid vehicle shows that increasing
the production rate from 100,000 to 1,000,000 units per year is
projected to reduce the cost of the hybrid by $400 to $600 for
all the battery and electric drive-line systems considered. This
represents about a 33% reduction in the cost differential between
the hybrid and conventional ICE vehicles.
7800 r{
-; !l !ixl 7600 i
u_ i'
Z r LEAD-ACID BATTERY i i
m Ni-Zn BATTERY I i
> 7400 Li-S BATTERY
=fl0
=_ 7200 i _
_) 7000 -']
O
,..a 6800 ; '_
r-- ' : li iiF
Z- 66001. ,., ! , i i ' ;!I L6400. _,_ _!..li i:: ,
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ELECTRIC DRIVE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
DRIVE SYSTEM DESIGNATION :
A. High Volume, ac Motor
and Inverter
B. High Volume. dc Motor with
Armature and Field Control
C High Voklmo, dc Motor with
Field Control Only
t D. Low Volume, ac Motor
and Inverter
E. Low Volume, dc Motor with
Arma{ure and Field Control
F. Low Vo!ume, dc Motor with
Field Control Ordy
Figure 4-6. Sensitivity of Initial Cost of Ilybrid Vehicle i
to Electric Drive System Components I
The influence of the type o£ electric drive-line system (dc i
or ac) on initial cost is also shown in Figure 4-6. The ac drive
system costs more than the dc drive system; the cost differential
is $300 to $400 between the ac system and the lowest cost dc sys- l
tem using battery switching and field control to regulate the power
from the electric motor. This latter de system is the nominal sys-
tem in the present study.
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Battery type also affects the initial cost of the hybrid
vehicle. Results are shown in Figure 4-6 for ISOA lead-acid,
Ni-Zn, and Li-S batteries. For the battery cost inputs given Jn
Table 4-1, hybrid vehicles using Ni-Zn batteries have the lowest
cost followed by Li-S and lead-acid. The maximum differences in
cost are about $500. The cost used for lead-acid batteries
($50/kWh) is quite realistic and probably attainable while for
Ni-Zn ($60/kWh) and Li-S ($40/kWh) the cost values are more spec-
ulative. Whether they can be attained after further development
of those batteries is open to some doubt.
Table 4-1
BATTERY COST AND LIFETIME CHARACTERISTICS
Cycle
Battery T_e S/kWh $/Ib Life
ISOA Lead-Acid 50 0.95 800
Ni-Zn 60 1.80 500
Ni-Fe 60 1.80 1500
Li-S 40 2.10 800
4.3 OWNERSHIP COST
The ownership cos_ of the hybrid vehicle is critical to its
marketability because, as seen in Section 3, the initial expense
of the hybrid vehicle is projected to be about $1200 to $1500
greater than that of the conventional IC_ vehicle. Therefore,
unless the ownership cost of the hybrid vehicle is lower than
that of the congention._l vehicle, potential car buyers would have
little economic incentive to purchase the hybrid rather than the
conventional vehicle. The sensitivity of ownership cost to a
relatively large number of input parameters has been studied.
The parameters considered include average annual mileage, fraction
of miles in urban driving, electricity and fuel costs, vehicle
lifetime and maintenance costs, general economic factors, and the
cost of electric drive-line components (motors, controllers, and
batteries). All the results given in this section are for gas-
oline engine-powered hybrid vehicles. A comparison of gasoline
and diesel engine-powered hybrid vehicles is given later in Sec-
tion 4.6.
The effect of average annual mileage on ownership cost (¢/mi)
is shown in Figure 4-7 for annual mileages between 9500 and 12,750.
Results are shown for hybrid vehicles using lead-acid, Ni-Zn, and
Li-S batteries. The ownership cost of the reference ZCE Vehicle
is also given in Figure: 4-7. The projected ownership costs of
the hybrid vehicles are less than those of the conventional vehicle
with the effect of annt,a] mileage being nearly the same for all
the vehicles considerec. Annual mileage is seen to have a sig-
nificant effect on own(_,rship cost, but it does not affect the
differences in ownership cost between the hybrid and conventional
vehicles.
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Figure 4-7. Effect of Annual Mileage onOwnership Cost
i, The sensitivity of the ownership costs of hybrid vehicles to
ii the fraction of miles in urban driving is shown in Figure 4-8. In
general, the ownership costs increase slightly as a greater fraction
of the total annual miles are driven in urban areas. This same
trend holds for the Reference ICE Vehicle because its fuel economy
is lower in city driving than in highway driving. For the hybrid
vehicles the ownership cost increases as more driving is done using
electricity because the resultant decrease in battery life is only
partly compensated for in energy cost savings (less gasoline and
more electricity is used in urban driving). Figure 4-8 indicates
that the ownership cost of the hybrid vehicle is less than that of
the Reference ICE Vehicle and that the differences are essentially
unaffected by the fraction of urban driving especially for lead-
_-i acid and Li-S batteries.
All the ownership cost results discussed thus far are for the
nominal energy prices of $i 00/gal for gasoline and 4.2C/kWh for
electricity. The sensitivity of the ownership costs of the hybrid
vehicles to energy prices is very important. The effect of elec-
1 tricity price on ownership costs is shown in Figure 4-9 for gasoline
prices of $i and $2 per gallon. It is seen that increasing the
electricity cost from 2.5C/kWh to 8.5C/kWh increases the hybrid
vehi,,le ownership cost by less than l¢/mi. In addition, the owner-
ship cost of the hybrid vehicle using lead-acid batteries remains
less than that for the conventional vehicle until the cost of elec-
I tricity reaches 8.5C/kWh for a gasoline price of $1/gal. In essence,
, Figure 4-9 indicates that the price of electricity is relatively
_, unimportant in determining the relative ownership costs of hybrid
and conventional vehicles. The effect of gasoline price on the
ownership cost of hybrid and conventional vehicles is shown in
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Figure 4-8. Effect of Urban Driving
on Ownership Cost
Figure 4-10a through 4-10c. Results are shown for gasoline prices
between 65¢/gai. and $2.50/gai. It is clear from Figure 4-10 that
gasoline price has a large effect on the relative ownership costs
of both types of vehicles. It is noteworthy that the differences
in ownership cost begin to become significant at $1/gal and increase
rapidly in the gasoline pric_ range of $i - $2/gal. The effect of
electricity price is again seen to be quite small.
The result of extended lifetime and maintenance improvement on
the ownership .cost of hybrid vehicles is shown in Figure 4-11 for
vehicles using a gasoline engine and various types of batteries.
The nominal assumption is that the hybrid vehicle has a lifetime of
12 yrs compared with i0 yrs for the conventiona?, vehicle and has a
maintenance cost of 25% less than the conventional vehicle. It is
clear from Figure 4-11 _hat extending the lifetime and reducing the
maintenance of the hybrid vehicle is an important factor in attain-
ing ownership costs less than the conventional vehicle. For example,
at the nominal energy costs of $1.00/gal for gasoline and 4.2C/kWh
for electricity, the ownership cost of the hybrid vehicle would be
19¢/mi compared with 18.5¢/mi for the conventional vehicle if both
vehicles had a lifetime of i0 yrs and a maintenance cost of 2¢/mi.
The effect of general economic conditions on the ownership
costs of the hybrid and conventional vehicles is shown in Figure 4-12.
As would be expected, the ownership costs all increase (in constant
I dollars) as the inflation rate is varied between 3 and 10% per year.
; However, the relative effects on the various vehicles are small an(]
do not seem to influence significantly the relative economic attrac-
tiveness of the hybrid and conventional vehicles.
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The sensitivity of ownership cost to electric drive system
component costs and production rates is shown in Figure 4-13. The
effect is at most 1.5-2¢/mi for a specified battery type. This
magnitude i,_ not large but is significant when compared to the
difference between the ownership costs of the hybrid and conven-
tional vehicle at gas,,_ine prices around $1/gal.
4.4 ANNUAL GASOLINE SAVINGS
The annual gasoline savings depend on the fuel economy charact_r-
istics of both the hyb_id and the conventional ICE vehicles. It
also depends on the way in which the vehicles are used. The total
annual gasoline savings or the hybrid vehicle fleet is, oJ course,
equal to the gasoline savings per vehic]o multiplied by the nul_ber
of vehicles in the fleet. The latter lv,ctor depends on market pen-
etration, which is discussed in the next section.
The effect of annual mileage on gasoline saved per veh:[c]e is
shown in Figure 4-]4. As wou].d ])e expected, the gasoline saved
(gal/yr) increases linearly with annual mileage. The savings ]]e-
sul, ing from the use of Ni-Zn and ].:i-,q},atteri_s are big}let than
those using load-acid because the hyb_.id veh:!.c].es using the advap, co(t
batteries are ]:ighter ill WOL[ght.
lhL _;ensi tivity ol annual gaso]:in_; _;avipgs to If'action of mile's
ill urban driving is given ill ]:'iguro 4--15. 'l'}l(_ gas¢_i[ine saved .Ln- 1
Gi.casc_ as more of the driving ±_'1 {k)no in u_ban areas because Lh:i,q
permits tim hybrid veh:ic](_ Lo uLL]izt, th(, electric {!rive ;;ystom
_l'_ne a (I__'il t {'_ fracti on o [i t-l_e I [l;l('_, '.!'hi, rr_(:t ion el t}/t,_ ga;_<)l im'
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DRIVE SYSTEM DESIGNATION :
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Fie!d Control Only
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Figure 4-13. Sensitivity of Ownership Costs
to Electric Drive System
Components
saved compared to the Reference ICE Vehicle is obtained by divid-
ing the gasoline saved by that used by the reference vehicle. For
a nominal fraction of miles in urban driving of 0.65, a hybrid ve-
hicle using lead-acid batteries would have a gasoline savings of
about 53%.
The gasoline saved per year depends on the fuel economy of
the Reference ICE Vehicle. As the fuel economy of the reference
vehicle is improved, the potential gasoline saving is, of course,
reduced. Annual gasoline savings using the hybrid vehicle are
shown in Figure 4-16 for a range of fuel economics for the Refer-
i_ ence ICE Vehicle. The _irst two sets of fuel economy (on the left)correspond to 1979 values (EPA-corrected and uncorrected) and the
, last two sets correspond to projected 1985 values for a five-pas-
i;iI senger car. The projected EPA-corrected fuel economics (22 mpg-urban)
,_ and 32 mpg-highway) have been used as the nominal values in the
<! present study. The" gasoline savings would have been greater had
,:".t the 1979 EPA fuel economy values been used for the Re[erence ICE
Vehicle. Figure 4-16 shows the strong sensitivity of gasoline
savings to the base-line fuel economy used for the Re_erence !CE
Vehicle.
I
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4,5 MARKETABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
In order for the market penetration of hybrid vehicles to be
significant, such vehicles must be economically attractive to a
large fraction of potential car buyers. In addition, if signifi-
cant market penetration is to lead to large annual savings of gaso-
line (millions of barrels per day), it i's necessary that the frac-
tion of gasoline saved be relatively high for most of the hybrid
vehicles sold regardless of use pattern. These considerations were
investigated by making computer calculations for daily travel sta-
tistics (see Section 3.1. i.3) representing cars/owners in the 35th
to 90th percentiles of use based on annual mileage in random urban
driving. The mission selected for this study was personal business
plus to and from work travel. The total annual mileage (urban plus
highway) ranged from 8571 for the 35th percentile to 14,715 for the
90th percentile of car owner. The combinations of inputs to the
HYVELD program were selected to correspond to the 35th, 50th, 75th,
and 90th percentile of car owners. The results of the calculations
are discussed using the percentile of car owner as the independent
variable. Variations with percentile will reflect the marketability
of the hybrid to a wide spectrum of potential car buyers.
Ownership cost saving and fraction of gasoline saved results
are given in Figure 4-17 for a hybrid vehicle having an electric
range of 30 mi. The energy costs used for these calculations were
$1.00/gal for gasoline and 4.2C/kWh for ele¢.tricity. Iu is inter-
esting to note from Figure 4-17 that the ownership cost saving of
the hybrid vehicle compared with the conventional vehicle is nearly
independent of the percentile of car owner even though the annual
mileage and gasoline used by the conventional vehicle vary by nearly
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a factor of two. The fraction of gasoline saved varies from about
62% for the 35th percentile owner to about 50% for the 90th per-
centile. The corresponding gallons of gasoline saved per year are
215 and 305, respectively. The data given in Figure 4-17 indicate
that the hybrid vehicle should be equally attractive to a large
group of buyers and result in large gasoline savings for the en-
tire group. Figure 4-18, based on the questionnaire data of U.S.
News and World Report,(4) indicates that a vehicle must be attrac-
tive to new car buyers in a wide range of circumstances if it is
to have good market penetration.
Calculations were also made to assess the effect of design elec-
tric range on the appeal of hybrid vehicles to a wide group of po-
tential car buyers. Vehicle electric range was varied from 30 to
40 mi using the same daily travel statistics as were used in the
previous marketability study. The results of the calculations are
given in Figure 4-19. As expected, the ownership cost of the hy-
brid vehicle increases as its design electric range is increased
because the battery weight, and thus its cost, is higher. This in-
crease in ownership cost is relatively small -- only about l¢/mi
for a change in electric range from 30 to 40 mi. Also as expected,
the fraction of gasoline saved increases for all percentiles of
owners as the electric range is extended. The increase in gasoline
fraction saved is only about 0.025 for the electric range change
considered. Hence, one concludes that marketability and fraction
of gasoline saved are not sensitive functions of electric range --
at least, in the neighborhood of the 30 mi nominal value used in
the present study.
4.6 ENGINE TYPE .. GASOLINE AND DIESEL
Calculations were made to compare the ownership costs of hy-
brid vehicles using gasoline and diesel engines as a function of
fuel price. The ownership costs of diesel engine-powered hybrid
vehicles using various types of batteries are given in Figure 4-20.
The ownership cost of the conventional diesel-powered vehicle is
shown in the figure for comparison. A break-even diesel fuel price
of about 60¢/gal is indicated for a hybrid vehicle using lead-acid
batteries. At higher fuel prices, the hybrid vehicle shows a clear
advantage in ownership cost compared to the conventional vehicle.
The ownership costs of gasoline - and diesel - powered vehi-
cles are compared in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22. The hybrid ve-
hicles all use lead-acid batteries. The diesel-powered vehicles
have lower ownership costs, but, as indicated in Figure 4-22, the
ownership cost savings is greater for gasoline engine-powered hy-
brid vehicles than for those using diesel engines. The differences
in ownership cost are, however, quite small -- less than !¢/mi.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Parmetric studies were made using a hybrid vehicle synthesis
and economics program (HYVELD) to investigate the sensitivity of
hybrid vehicle cost, fuel usage, utility, and marketability to
changes in travel statistics, energy costs, vehicle lifetime and
maintenance, owner use patterns, ICE Reference Vehicle fuel econ-
omy, and drive-line component costs and type.
5.2 CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusicns drawn from the sensitivity analysis
are the following.
i. Changes in annuui mileage are reflected directly in the
fraction of the miles that the hybrid vehicle can be driven
primarily on electricity with the marginal effect increasing
rapidly when the fraction falls below 50%.
2. For the lowest cost dc electric drive system and high-
volume production, the initial cost of the hybrid vehicle
would be $1200 to $1500 higher than that of the conven-
tional vehicle. This cost differential would be $1600
to $2100 for low-volume production of the electric com-
ponents.
3. For nominal energy costs ($1.00/gal for gasoline and 4.2¢./
kWh for electricity), the ownership cost of the hybrid
vehicle is projected to be 0.5 to 1.0¢/mi less than the
conventional ICE vehicle. To attain this ownership cost
differential, the lifetime of the hybrid vehicle must be
extended to 12 years and its maintenance cost reduced by
25% compared with the conventional vehicle.
4. The ownership cost advantage of the hybrid vehicle increases
:( rapidly as the price of fuel increases from $i to $2/gal.
The effect of the cost of electricity on ownership cost
is small for electricity prices between 2.5¢ and 8.5C/kWh.
,i
5. Annual mileage and fraction of miles in urban driving do
not significantly affect the ownership cost differential
2 between the hybrid and conventional vehicles.
] 6. Changes in general economic conditions (i.e., the inflation
.... rate) do not significantly affect the ownership cost dif-
ferential between the hybrid and conventional vehicles, i
7. Annual fuel savings u_;inq the hybrid vehicle are strongly I
dependent on the fuel economy baseline used for the Ref-
erence ICE Vehicle. Using projected 1985 fuel economy
values, the hybrid vehicle would have a fuel savings of
about 55% or 250 gal per vehicle.
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8. Hybrid vehicles would be economically attractive to a wide
group of new car buyers with the ownership cost and frac-
tion of fuel saved varying only slightly between the 35th
and 90th percentile of car owners.
9. The economic attractiveness of the hybrid vehicle is not
a strong function of design electric range for changes
in range between 30 to 40 mi.
i0. Hybrid vehicles using diesel engines have a slight advan-
tage in ownership cost (0.5 - 1.0¢/mi) compared to those
using gasoline engines, but the gasoline engine-powered
hybrid has a slightly greater ownership cost differential
advantage compared to the corresponding conventional vehicle.
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